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HOW STUDENTS IN FORLì WERE INVOLVED IN THE DESIGN OF THE NEW FORLI' 
ATRIUM PLUS ITINERARY ADDRESSED TO SCHOOLS

For the Municipality of Forlì the involvement of students in the design of the new ATRIUM PLUS 

tourism-cultural itinerary was very intense as, besides the more than two hundred students who 

were involved in the first questionnaire, a class of 24 17-year-old students of the Classical Lyceum 

of Forlì were players of a cultural co-planning path that lasted three months  and that concluded 

with the local test Forlì ARIUM PLUS itinerary on 22 December.

The project, as you konw, was implemented by the Association DEINA in the framework of a 

learning and working project.

On the basis of architecture and memories of the Fascist period in Forlì, students designed a 

history-telling on the historical and memory places of the city of Forlì.

The methodological approach used was that of peer-education for the construction of educational 

tools designed “by young people for other young people”. Therefore all the educational materials 

were designed by students

Students were tutored by DEINA experts at all time while working both at school and autonomously

at home.

The project consisted in 5 steps:

First step

Workshop of Training on the history of the early '900 to make students acquainted with the macro-

historical an social contest of that period. Architectural aspects were also considered as main tool 

of propaganda and education for the politica regime.

Second step (inizio ottobre)

WORKSHOP OF CULTURAL DESIGN



aimed at achieving multidisciplinary skills to design an innovative tourist-cultural product.

Students were divided into thematic groups:

1. Audio-visual documents 

2. Photographs and images

3. Micro-stories

4. ATRIUM+ MAP

5. ATRIUM+ communication  Kit

Third step

ANALYSYS AND RESEARCH ON SPOT

Students visited the historical and memory places of the early '900 Forlì, collected data, 

researched materials and information.

In this phase students directy acquainted with ATRIUM architecural heritage and related it with the 

daily life also by a map, that also reflects emotions, of places and leisure experiences of Forlì.

Fourth step

WORKING OUT OF THE MATERIAL AND WRITING OF CONTENTS

Students worked out the collected materials to write a history-telling able to tell the ATRIUM 

architectural heritage to peers (either italian or from abroad) in a creative and deep way. This was 

the core step of the project: students co-designed a story of their city.

Fifth step

TESTING THE ITINERARY

The itinerary designed was locally tested on 22 December when the 24 students performed the 

output of their work, an experience entitled “MEMOWALK ATRIUM PLUS: THE AVENUE OF 

CONSENSUS”.

It was a walk along the current “Viale della Libertà “Freedom Avenue” in Forlì city center that links 

the most important ATRIUM public architecures produced by the fascist regimes to build 

consensus among young people: schools, technical institues, monuments, leisure and sport public 

spaces.

Target group to test the MEMOWALK were students of the Technical Institute, according to the    

approach of the peer-education.

The walk was divided into 6 main stops (at buildings such as the railway station and the 

elementary school) to explore and deepen the values conveyed by the Fascist regime to young 

people and analyse the propaganda tools.



Each stop was introduced by a guide-student that illustrated the macro-history that deepened the 

cultural, social and political historical dynamics of the fascist regime and was followed by the 

reading of a history-telling in episodes that told the life of two young friends, who were growing in 

the Forlì of the 20s and 30s and lived the architecture along the Avenue, immerse in the school, 

cultural and social fascist system.

To facilitate the process of identification and the involvement of students, at each stop were also 

shown photographs of the time and audio tracks transmitted trough a system of radio guides. The 

audio tracks were created by the students to propose a deepening sound of the time like fascist 

songs, public propaganda speeches, radio broadcasts. All these tools allowed students to easily 

switch from macro-story to micro-stories, promoting active listening an making a story in “black and

white” a story “in color”.

To accompany the visit, communication materials were also produced, in particular a brochure 

explaining the objectives and the cultural approach of the memowalk, an info card  summarizing 

the most innovative elements and a map with all the ATRIUM places of the Avenue of Consensus”.

The Memowalk, as local test of the ATRIUM PLUS Forlì itinerary concluded with a plenary meeting 

of the Lyceum and the Technical Institute students along with stakeholders to exchange opinions 

and give feedback on the experience.

Main feedback were:

-appreciation of the Technical students and stakeholders of the work done by DEINA and the 

students of the Classical High school

-appreciation of the parts were audience interacted with narrators

- wish that the memowalk were longer than one hour also by deepening the architecural and 

historical information














